IACBE Board of Commissioners Meeting
    July 10-11, 2018
    Bloomington, Minnesota

Summary of Accreditation Decisions

Commissioners Present: Laurie Yates-Chair, Patrick Hafford-Vice-Chair, Kerry Calnan, Lynda Fuller, Mark Hatton, Todd Herseth, Katalin Kovacs, Linda Kuechler, Michelle Reiss, Rhoda Sautner

Staff Present: Phyllis Okrepkie, Ted Collins

First-Time Accreditation Reviews

Guangzhou College, South China University of Technology (China)- Granted First-time accreditation with one note, one observation and two commendations

Reaffirmation of Accreditation Reviews

Dickinson State University (North Dakota)- Action on reaffirmation of accreditation deferred

ESI School of Management (Guatemala)- Granted reaffirmation of accreditation with one note, no observations, and no commendations

EU Business School-Switzerland (Switzerland) Granted reaffirmation of accreditation for its business programs with one note, no observations and one commendation

Manhattanville College (New York)- Action on reaffirmation of accreditation deferred

National-Louis University (Illinois)- Granted reaffirmation of accreditation for its business programs with no notes, no observations and two commendations

Saint Mary's University of Minnesota (Minnesota)- Granted reaffirmation of accreditation for its business programs with no notes, one observation and two commendations
Southern Adventist University (Tennessee)- Granted reaffirmation of accreditation for its business programs with two notes, one observation and one commendation

Southwestern Oklahoma State University (Oklahoma)- Granted reaffirmation of accreditation for its business programs with one note, no observation and one commendation

Springfield College (Massachusetts)- Granted reaffirmation of accreditation for its business programs with one note, no observations and three commendation

University of Guam (Guam)- Action on reaffirmation of accreditation deferred

Candidacy Reviews

Carlow University (Pennsylvania)- Granted candidacy status

Other Accreditation Actions

Extension of Accreditation

American University of Science and Technology (AUST) (Lebanon)- Granted an extension of accreditation until July 31, 2019

Institut Superieur Europeen de Gestion (ISEG) (France)- Denied extension request

Nazareth College of Rochester (New York)- Granted an extension of accreditation until July 31, 2019

Point Park University (Pennsylvania)- Denied extension request

Universidad Politecnica de Puerto Rico (Puerto Rico)- Denied extension request

Suspension

Institut Superieur Europeen de Gestion (France) – Accreditation Suspended due to Note non-compliance

Extension for Note Deadline

Alaska Pacific University (Alaska)- Move to suspension

Institut Superieur Europeen de Gestion (ISEG) (France)- Move to suspension

Keystone College (Pennsylvania)- Continue probation status

Wilmington (Delaware)- Continue probation status